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ALGEBRAIC SLICE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES
DOMINIC CULVER, HANA JIA KONG, AND J.D. QUIGLEY
Abstract. For certain motivic spectra, we construct a square of spectral sequences relating the
effective slice spectral sequence and the motivic Adams spectral sequence. We show the square
can be constructed for connective algebraic K-theory, motivic Morava K-theory, and truncated
motivic Brown–Peterson spectra. In these cases, we show that the R-motivic effective slice spectral
sequence is completely determined by the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence. Using results of Heard,
we also obtain applications to the Hill–Hopkins–Ravenel slice spectral sequences for connective
Real K-theory, Real Morava K-theory, and truncated Real Brown–Peterson spectra.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and main theorems. Two of the chief computational tools in motivic stable
homotopy theory are the effective slice spectral sequence [Lev08, SØ12, Voe98b] and the motivic
Adams spectral sequence [DI05, Mor99]. The purpose of this paper is to systematically relate the
effective slice spectral sequence and the motivic Adams spectral sequence.
The effective slice spectral sequence has many applications, such as a new proof of Milnor’s
Conjecture on quadratic forms [RØ16] and the calculation of the first stable homotopy group of
motivic spheres [RSAØ19] which identifies certain motivic stable stems with variants of K-theory. In
general, the effective slice spectral sequence is an excellent tool for working over general base schemes
because slices are often expressible in terms of arithmetic invariants like motivic cohomology.
The motivic Adams spectral sequence is a powerful resource for making large-scale computations
over specific base fields, such as the complex numbers [IWX20], the real numbers [BI20], and finite
fields [WØ17]. Computations over SpecpCq have brought about remarkable progress on the classical
stable homotopy groups of spheres, and applications of R-motivic computations to C2-equivariant
homotopy have been the topic of much recent work, such as [BS20, BGI20, Kon20].
Our first main theorem fits the effective slice spectral sequence and motivic Adams spectral
sequence into a commuting square of spectral sequences.
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Theorem A (Comparison square, Theorem 3.3). Let E P SHpkq be a motivic spectrum which is
algebraically n-sliceable over k (Definition 3.1). There is a square of spectral sequences of the form
(1)
À
qě0 Ext
˚˚˚
A ps
n
qEq
Ext˚˚˚A pEq
À
qě0 pi˚˚s
n
qE
pi˚˚E.
n´aESSS
À
qě0
mASS
mASS n´ESSS
The spectral sequences in the square are discussed in Sections 2 and 3.
The condition that E P SHpkq is algebraically n-sliceable is defined in terms of the homology of
its slices and slice covers. Our second main theorem says that several familiar motivic spectra are
algebraically n-sliceable.
Theorem B (Theorems 3.6, 3.8, and 3.16, and Remark 3.17).
Theorem A1 applies to the following motivic spectra:
(1) The effective cover of algebraic K-theory, kgl, for k any base field.
(2) For all n ě 1, the connective motivic Morava K-theory, kpnq, for k any base field.
(3) For all n ě 1, the n-th truncated motivic Brown–Peterson spectrum, BPGLxny, for k “
C,R.
(4) The very effective cover of hermitian K-theory, kq, for k any base field.
The ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence [Hil11] is another important device in computational motivic
stable homotopy theory. Theorems A and B can be used to prove a precise relation between differ-
entials in the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence and the R-motivic effective slice spectral sequence:
Theorem C (Theorems 4.10 and 4.11). Let k “ R. There are 1-to-1 correspondences between the
following differentials:
(1) ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence d3-differentials and effective slice spectral sequence d1-differentials
for kgl.
(2) ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence d2n`1´1-differentials and type n effective slice spectral se-
quence d1-differentials for kpnq.
(3) For each 1 ď i ď n, ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence d2i`1´1-differentials and effective slice
spectral sequence d2i´1-differentials for BPGLxny.
Moreover, the (type n) effective slice spectral sequence differentials are completely determined by
knowledge of the corresponding ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence differentials.
Formal similarities between the ρ-Bockstein and effective slice spectral sequence differentials have
been observed in previous work, such as [Hea19, Sec. 6]. Theorem C and its proof may be viewed
as a rigorous explanation for these similarities.
Finally, our computations have consequences in the C2-equivariant stable homotopy theory. The
Hill–Hopkins–Ravenel slice spectral sequence [HHR16] has enjoyed many applications since its use in
the solution to the Kervaire invariant one problem, and thus we are motivated to calculate differen-
tials for common C2-spectra. Using results of Heard [Hea19] comparing the R-motivic effective slice
filtration and the Hill–Hopkins–Ravenel slice filtration [HHR16], we employ Theorem C to produce
differentials in the HHR slice spectral sequences for the genuine C2-spectra kR, kRpnq, and BPRxny.
Our results partially recover work of Dugger [Dug05] and Hill–Hopkins–Ravenel [HHR16].
Theorem D (Corollaries 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4). The following statements hold:
1Or its very effective variant, see Remark 3.4.
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(1) There is a nontrivial differential in the HHR slice spectral sequence for piC2˚˚kR of the form
d3pu
2q “ a3v¯1.
(2) There is a nontrivial differential in the HHR slice spectral sequence for piC2˚˚kpnq of the form
d2n`1´1pu
2n`1q “ a2
n`1´1v¯n.
(3) There are nontrivial differentials in the HHR slice spectral sequence for piC2˚˚BPRxny of the
form d2i`1´1pu
2i`1q “ a2
i`1´1v¯i, 1 ď i ď n.
1.2. Organization. In Section 2, we recall the functors and spectral sequences discussed in this
paper, such as (equivariant) Betti realization, variants of the effective and very effective slice spectral
sequences, and the motivic Adams spectral sequence.
In Section 3, we define when a motivic spectrum is algebraically n-sliceable and prove Theorem
A. We then analyze several examples and non-examples of algebraically n-sliceable spectra, and in
particular we prove Theorem B.
In Section 4, we recall the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence and differentials in the motivic Adams
spectral sequence; we then prove Theorem C.
In Section 5, we recall Heard’s comparison of the motivic and C2-equivariant slice filtrations and
apply it to prove Theorem D.
1.3. Conventions.
(1) k is a field.
(2) SH denotes the classical stable homotopy category, SHpkq denotes the motivic stable homo-
topy category over Specpkq, and SHC2 denotes the C2-equivariant stable homotopy category.
(3) H denotes the classical, equivariant, or motivic mod p Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum.
(4) Mkp denotes the mod p motivic cohomology of Specpkq.
(5) A (resp. A_) denotes the motivic Steenrod algebra (resp. its Mkp-linear dual).
(6) If M is an A-module, M_ denotes its Mkp-linear dual.
(7) The homotopy groups of E P SHpkq are denoted pikm,npEq, or if there is no confusion about
the base field, pim,npEq. Our bigrading convention is that pi
k
m,npEq – SHpkqrΣ
8pS1‚q
^m´n^
G^nm , Es.
(8) The homotopy groups of E P SHC2 are denoted piC2m,npEq. Our bigrading convention is that
piC2m,npEq – SH
C2rΣ8Sm´n^Snσ, Es where σ is the one-dimensional real sign representation
of C2.
(9) We use the following abbreviations for spectral sequences:
(a) mASS: motivic Adams spectral sequence.
(b) ESSS and VSSS: effective and very effective slice spectral sequence.
(c) aESSS and aVSSS: algebraic effective and very effective slice spectral sequence.
(d) n-(-)SSS: type n (-)SSS, with (-) either E, V, aE, or aV.
(e) H˚-n-(-)SSS: homological type n (-)SSS, with (-) as above.
(f) ρ-BSS: ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence.
(10) After Section 2, everything is implicitly p-complete.
1.4. Acknowledgements. The authors thank the organizers of the BIRS workshop “Equivariant
stable homotopy theory and p-adic Hodge theory,” where some early stages of this work were com-
pleted. The third author thanks Bob Bruner and Inna Zakharevich for helpful discussions.
2. Motivic slice and Adams spectral sequences
We start by discussing the functors and spectral sequences which we will study in the rest of the
paper.
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2.1. (Equivariant) Betti realization functors. Since we will mention them in our discussion
of the various spectral sequences below, we start by recalling the Betti realization and equivariant
Betti realization functors which relate the motivic, classical, and C2-equivariant stable homotopy
categories.
Suppose the base field k has a complex embedding. The Betti realization functor [MV99]
(2) Re : SHpkq Ñ SH
is defined by sending X P SHpkq to XpCq P SH. Similarly, if k has a real embedding, the equivariant
Betti realization functor [MV99]
(3) ReC2 : SHpkq Ñ SH
C2
is defined by sending X P SHpkq to XpCq P SHC2 , where C2 acts on XpCq via complex conjugation.
2.2. The type n effective slice spectral sequence. We now introduce one of our main objects
of study, the type n effective slice spectral sequence, which generalizes the effective slice spectral
sequence. Throughout this section, we fix a prime p.
Let SHeffpkq be the localizing subcategory of SHpkq generated by tΣ8`X : X P Smku. These
subcategories form the effective slice filtration
(4) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Σ2q`2,q`1 SHeffpkq Ă Σ2q,q SHeffpkq Ă Σ2q´2,q´1 SHeffpkq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The inclusion iq : Σ
2q,q SHeffpkq Ă SHpkq is left adjoint to the functor rq : SHpkq Ñ Σ
2q,q SHeffpkq.
Definition 2.1. The composite fq :“ iq ˝ rq is the q-th effective slice cover and sq :“ cofibpfq`1 Ñ
fqq is the q-th effective slice.
For each n ě 1, we define the q-th type n effective slice cover fnq :“ fqppn´1q and the q-th type n
effective slice snq :“ cofibpf
n
q`1 Ñ f
n
q q. Observe that f
1
q “ fq if p “ 2.
For any motivic spectrum E P SHpkq and any integer n ě 1, we obtain a Z-indexed tower of
fibrations
(5)
...
fnq`1E s
n
q`1E
fnq E s
n
qE
fnq´1E s
n
q´1E
...
called the type n effective slice tower. Applying motivic homotopy groups gives rise to the type n
effective slice spectral sequence
(6) n,effE
1
m,q,npEq “ pim,ns
n
qE ñ pim,n scpEq
with differentials drpEq : n,effE
r
m,q,npEq Ñ
n,effE
r
m´1,q`r,npEq. The term scpEq in the abutment is
the slice completion of E defined as the homotopy inverse limit scpEq :“ limq f
q
nE, where f
q
nE is the
cofiber of fnq`1E Ñ E.
For each E P SHpkq we study below, there is an equivalence scpEq » E by [Hoy15, Thm. 8.12].
More generally, [RSAØ19, Thm. 3.50] implies that in very general situations, scpEqmay be identified
witht he η-completion of E.
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2.3. The type n very effective slice spectral sequence. We now discuss a variant of the type
n effective slice spectral sequence. Throughout this section, fix an integer n ě 1 and prime p.
Let SHveffpkq be the smallest full subcategory of SHpkq that contains all suspension spectra of
smooth k-schemes of finite type and which is closed under all homotopy colimits and extensions.
Repeating the construction from Section 2.2 with SHveffpkq in place of SHeffpkq yields the q-th type
n very effective slice cover f˜nq and the q-th type n very effective slice s˜
n
q . These fit into a tower
analogous to (5) which gives rise to the type n very effective slice spectral sequence
(7) n,veffE1m,q,npEq “ pim,ns˜
n
qE ñ pim,n vscpEq – pim,nE
with differentials drpEq : n,veffE
r
p,q,npEq Ñ
n,veffE
r
p´1,q`r,npEq. If we let f˜
q
nE denote the cofiber of
the map f˜nq`1E Ñ E, then the very effective slice completion vscpEq :“ limq f˜
qE is equivalent to E
because s˜nqE is qpp
n ´ 1q-connected in Morel’s homotopy t-structure on SHpkq for all q P Z.2
Remark 2.2. Suppose the ground field k admits a complex embedding. Then the very effective
slice spectral sequence over Specpkq is compatible with the double-speed Postnikov filtration under
Betti realization [GRSØ12], so there is a map of spectral sequences from the very effective slice
spectral sequence for X P SHpkq to the double-speed Postnikov spectral sequence of RepXq.
Remark 2.3. Suppose the ground field k admits a real embedding. Then the very effective slice
spectral sequence over Specpkq for a localized quotient ofMGL is compatible with the Hill–Hopkins–
Ravenel slice spectral sequence [HHR16] of its equivariant Betti realization by [Hea19, Thms. 5.15-
5.16].
Remark 2.4. The effective and very effective slice filtrations coincide for localized quotients of
MGL [Hea19, Prop. 4.3] and Landweber exact motivic spectra [Hea19, Prop. 4.11].
2.4. The motivic Adams spectral sequence. Let E P SHpkq be a unital motivic spectrum and
let E :“ cofibpS0,0 Ñ Eq. The canonical E-based Adams resolution of the sphere spectrum S is
given by
(8)
S Σ´1,0E Σ´2,0E
^2
¨ ¨ ¨
E Σ´1,0E ^ E Σ´2,0E ^ E
^2
.
The canonicalE-based Adams resolution over a motivic spectrumX P SHpkq is obtained by smashing
every term in (8) with X .
When E “ H is mod p motivic cohomology, we have H˚˚pS
0,0q “Mkp and pi˚˚pH ^Hq “ A
_ is
the dual motivic Steenrod algebra [HKØ17, Voe03]. Applying motivic homotopy groups to (8) gives
the motivic Adams spectral sequence
(9) mASSE
s,t,u
2 “ Ext
s,t,u
A_ pM
k
p, H˚˚pXqq ñ pit´s,upX
^
Hq
with dr :
mASSE
s,t,u
r Ñ
mASSEs`r,t`r´1,ur . Here, X
^
H is the H-nilpotent completion of E. By
[HKO11, Thm. 1][KW19, Cor. 6.1][Man18, Thm. 1.0.1], there is an equivalence X^H » X
^
pp,ηq for
X sufficiently nice3. Moreover, if k is a field of characterstic zero, and if p ą 2 and Dppkq ă 8
and ´1 P k is a sum of squares, or if p “ 2 and k has finite virtucal cohomological dimension, then
X^pp,ηq » X
^
p [HKO11].
Remark 2.5. The motivic homology Mkp is reviewed in Section 4.1.
2See [SØ12, Sec. 5] for a full discussion of convergence of the very effective slice spectral sequence.
3In this paper, “sufficiently nice” includes all motivic spectra X which are connective and cellular of finite type.
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Remark 2.6. As in Remark 2.2, if the ground field k admits a complex embedding, the motivic
Adams and Adams–Novikov filtrations of X P SHpkq are compatible with the Adams and Adams–
Novikov filtrations of RepXq P SH. Thus Betti realization induces a map from the motivic Adams(–
Novikov) spectral sequence to the classical Adams(–Novikov) spectral sequence.
Similarly (c.f. Remark 2.3), if the ground field k admits a real embedding, then the motivic
Adams and Adams–Novikov filtrations of X P SHpkq are compatible with the C2-equivariant Adams
and Adams–Novikov filtrations of ReC2pXq P SH
C2 . Thus equivariant Betti realization induces a
map between the corresponding spectral sequences.
3. Comparison square and examples
In this section, we introduce a condition on a motivic spectrum which allows for the construction
of a comparison square relating the effective slice spectral sequence and the motivic Adams spectral
sequence. We prove that many common motivic spectra satisfy this condition, and we find an
example which does not. From now on, we will implicitly p-complete everywhere.
3.1. Algebraic slice spectral sequences. The type n effective slice tower (5) is built out of cofiber
sequences
fnq`1E Ñ f
n
q E Ñ s
n
qE.
Applying mod p motivic homology induces a long exact sequence
(10) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hi,jf
n
q`1E ÝÑ Hi,jf
n
q E ÝÑ Hi,js
n
qE ÝÑ Hi´1,jf
n
q`1E Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
for each j P Z.
Definition 3.1. We say that E P SHpkq is algebraically n-sliceable over k if the long exact sequences
(10) split into short exact sequences of A_-comodules
(11) 0 ÝÑ H˚˚f
n
q E
p
ÝÑ H˚˚s
n
qE
ι
ÝÑ H˚´1,˚pf
n
q`1Eq Ñ 0
for each q P Z.
Similarly, we say that E is algebraically sliceable over k if the long exact sequences associated to
the effective slice tower split into short exact sequences of A_-comodules
(12) 0 ÝÑ H˚˚fqE
p
ÝÑ H˚˚sqE
ι
ÝÑ H˚´1,˚pfq`1Eq Ñ 0
for each q P Z.
When the field k is clear, we will omit the phrase “over k” for brevity.
Remark 3.2. If p “ 2, being algebraically sliceable is the same as being algebraically 1-sliceable.
Applying the functor Ext˚˚˚A_ pM
k
p,´q to (12) gives rise to long exact sequences which assemble
into the unrolled exact couple
(13)
¨ ¨ ¨ Exts,t,upH˚˚f
n
0 Eq Ext
s´1,t´1,upH˚˚f
n
1 Eq Ext
s´2,t´2,upH˚˚f
n
2 Eq ¨ ¨ ¨
Exts,t,upH˚˚s
n
0Eq Ext
s´1,t´1,upH˚˚s
n
1Eq Ext
s´2,t´2,upH˚˚s
n
2Eq
δ
p˚ p˚
δ
p˚
δ δ
ι˚
ι˚ ι˚
ι˚
in which the dotted arrows have tridegree p0,´1, 0q. This gives rise to the algebraic type n effective
slice spectral sequence
(14) n,aESSSE
q,s,t,u
1 pEq “ Ext
s,t,u
A_ pM
k
p , H˚˚s
n
qEq
with differentials
dr : E
q,s,t,u
r Ñ E
q`r,s´r`1,t´r,u
r .
If E is effective, i.e. f0E “ E, this spectral sequence converges to the Ext groups of H˚˚pEq:
n,aESSSE
q,s,t,u
1 pEq ùñ Ext
s`q,t`q,upH˚˚Eq.
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The same discussion carries over to the type n very effective slice filtration. In particular, we can
define when E P SHpkq is very algebraically n-sliceable over k, and for such E we may define the
algebraic type n very effective slice spectral sequence
(15) n,aVSSSE
1
q,s,t,upEq “ Ext
s,t,u
A_ pM
k
p , H˚˚s˜
n
qEq ñ Ext
s,t,u
A_ pM
k
p, H˚˚ scpEqq.
3.2. Comparison square. Our main tool for relating the type n effective slice spectral sequence
and the motivic Adams spectral sequence is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (Comparison square). Let E P SHpkq be a k-motivic spectrum. If E is algebraically
n-sliceable, then there is a square of spectral sequences of the form
(16)
À
qě0 Ext
s,f,w
A ps
n
qEq
Exts`q,f`q,wA pEq
À
qě0 pis,ws
n
qE
pis`q,wE.
n´aESSS
À
qě0
mASS
mASS n´ESSS
Remark 3.4. The obvious analog holds if we work with the type n very effective slice filtration
instead of the type n effective slice filtration. Similarly, we may work with the ordinary (very)
effective slice filtration instead of the type n (very) effective slice filtration.
3.3. Examples. We now present some examples of motivic spectra which are algebraically sliceable.
3.3.1. Zero slices. We begin with a simple example.
Example 3.5. If E P SHpkq is effective and the canonical map fn0 E Ñ s
n
0E is an equivalence, then
the type n effective slice tower of E is just an equivalence at the bottom level and zero elsewhere.
The only nontrivial long exact sequence in homology then splits into a short exact sequence of the
form
0Ñ H˚˚f
n
0 E
–
ÝÑ H˚˚s
n
0E Ñ 0Ñ 0,
so E is algebraically n-sliceable. This applies, for example, if E “ HFp or E “ HZp, where n can
be any positive integer, and k can be any base field.
3.3.2. Connective algebraic K-theory. Most spectra of interest are not concentrated in a single type
n slice. However, the following example shows that some more complicated spectra are algebraically
sliceable.
Theorem 3.6. Let p “ 2 and let k be arbitrary. The effective cover of algebraic K-theory, kgl, is
algebraically and very algebraically sliceable over k.
Proof. The effective and very effective slice filtrations of kgl coincide by [Hea19, Prop. 3.4] since it
is a localized quotient of MGL, so it suffices to prove that kgl is algebraically sliceable. Recall that
for any E P SHpkq, we have by [Bac17, Lem. 8] that Σ2,1fnE » fn`1pΣ
2,1Eq. Bott periodicity for
algebraic K-theory [Voe98a, Sec. 6.2] implies that Σ2,1KGL » KGL, so Σ2,1fnKGL » fn`1KGL
for all n P Z. Therefore
(17) fnkgl » fnf0KGL » fnKGL » Σ
2n,nf0KGL » Σ
2n,nkgl
for all n ě 0 since kgl “ f0KGL. We also recall that sqkgl » Σ
2q,qHZp if q ě 0 and sqkgl “ 0 if
q ă 0.
The cofiber sequences of motivic spectra
fqkglÑ sqkglÑ Σ
1,0fq`1kgl
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thus can be rewritten as
Σ2q,qkglÑ Σ2q,qHZp Ñ Σ
2q`3,q`1kgl.
Applying homology gives a short exact sequence
0Ñ Σ2q,qpA{{Ep1qq_
i
ÝÑ Σ2q,qpA{{Ep0qq_
j
ÝÑ Σ2q`3,q`1pA{{Ep1qq_ Ñ 0
where i is the evident inclusion of A_-comodules and j is the evident projection of A_-comodules.4
It follows that kgl is algebraically sliceable. 
3.3.3. Effective cover of motivic Morava K-theory. We now include an example to demonstrate the
necessity of the type n effective slice filtration. Throughout this section, the prime p and the base
field k are arbitrary.
Proposition 3.7. Let Kpnq denote the n-th motivic Morava K-theory [Bor03] and let kpnq :“
f0Kpnq denote its effective cover. If n ą 1, then kpnq is not algebraically or very algebraically
sliceable.
Proof. The effective and very effective slice filtrations of kpnq coincide by [Hea19, Prop. 3.4] since
it is a localized quotient of MGL, so it suffices to prove that kpnq is not algebraically sliceable. By
[LT15, Cor. 4.7], we have
(18) sqkpnq »
#
Σ2q,qHFp if q ” 0 mod pp
n ´ 1q,
˚ if else.
In particular, we have s1kpnq “ 0 and f1kpnq » f2kpnq whenever n ą 1. Applying homology of
cofiber sequence
f1kpnq Ñ s1kpnq Ñ Σ
1,0f2kpnq
therefore yields
A_ Ñ 0Ñ Σ1,0A_
which cannot be a short exact sequence since A_ is bounded below in each fixed motivic weight.
Thus kpnq is not algebraically sliceable. 
Although kpnq is not algebraically sliceable if n ą 1, the arguments showing kgl is algebraically
sliceable extend to show that kp1q is algebraically sliceable: the key point is that sqkp1q ‰ ˚ for all
q ě 0, and thus we avoid the issues in the previous proof. More generally, the type n effective slice
filtration allows us to avoid these trivial slices:
Theorem 3.8. Let n ě 1. The effective cover of the n-th motivic Morava K-theory, kpnq, is
algebraically and very algebraically n-sliceable.
Proof. It suffices to prove kpnq is algebraically n-sliceable. The slices of kpnq are given by Equation
(18), so we have
snq kpnq » Σ
q¨p2pn´2qq,q¨p2pn´1´1qHFp
for all q ě 0. We also observe that by periodicity of Kpnq, we have
fnq`1kpnq » Σ
2pn´2,2pn´1´1fnq kpnq » ¨ ¨ ¨ » Σ
pq`1qp2pn´2,pq`1qp2pn´1´1qkpnq.
We are now in a situation mirroring that of Theorem 3.6. Just like in that proof, the long exact
sequences in homology associated to the cofiber sequences
fnq`1kpnq Ñ f
n
q kpnq Ñ s
n
q kpnq
split into short exact sequences of A_-comodules of the form
0Ñ Σqp2p
n´2q,qp2pn´1´1qpA{{EpQnqq
_ iÝÑ Σqp2p
n´2q,qp2pn´1´1qA_
j
ÝÑ Σpq`1qp2
n`1´2q`1,pq`1qp2n´1qpA{{EpQnqq
_ Ñ 0.
4This follows from the identification of f1kglÑ f0kgl with v1 : Σ2,1kglÑ kgl, along with the fact that H˚˚pv1q “ 0.
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Therefore kpnq is algebraically n-sliceable. 
3.3.4. Truncated motivic Brown–Peterson spectra. Like kpnq, the truncated motivic Brown–Peterson
spectrum BPGLxmy is not algebraically 1-sliceable when m ą 1, but it is algebraically m-sliceable.
The proof is more subtle in this case, though.
Lemma 3.9. Consider a tower of fibrations
...
f2E s2E
f1E s1E
E f0E s0E
»
where fqE Ñ fq´1E Ñ sq´1E is a fibration for each q ě 1. If H˚pfqE Ñ fq´1Eq is zero for each
q ě 1, then the associated spectral sequence
E˚˚1 “ H˚ps˚Eq ùñ H˚E
collapses at E2-page.
Proof. Take any class x P H˚sqE with d1pxq “ 0. We show that it is a permanent cycle, i.e.
dipxq “ 0 for any i ě 1.
Consider the sequence of maps:
H˚fqE ãÑ H˚sqE
δq
ÝÑ H˚´1fq`1E ãÑ H˚´1sq`1E,
where the first and last arrows are inclusion by assumption. Therefore d1pxq “ 0 implies that
δqpxq “ 0. Hence we have that the class x lifts to H˚fqE. When q “ 0, the class x lifts to
H˚f0E and is therefore a permanent cycle. When q ě 1, since the connecting homomorphism
H˚`1sq´1E Ñ H˚fqE is surjective, x is the target of a d1 differential. In particular, it is a permanent
cycle. 
Remark 3.10. From the proof of Lemma 3.9, we can see that when H˚pfqE Ñ fq´1Eq is zero
for each q ě 1, the elements in H˚E are all detected by the classes in filtration zero. For higher
filtrations sqE, the classes either support a differential (i.e. have nonzero image under the connecting
homomorphism), or are hit by a d1 differential (i.e. lift to fqE).
With some extra assumption, the converse of Lemma 3.9 is true.
Lemma 3.11. We use the same notation as in Lemma 3.9. If H˚pf1E Ñ f0Eq is zero and the
associated spectral sequence collapses at E2-page, then H˚pfqE Ñ fq´1Eq is zero for each q ě 1.
Proof. We prove by induction. Assume the statement is true for q ď n ` 1. We prove that
H˚pfn`2E Ñ fn`1Eq is zero, or equivalently, H˚pjn`1 : fn`1E Ñ sn`1Eq is injective.
Suppose there is a nonzero class 0 ‰ x in H˚fn`1E such that jn`1pxq “ 0. The connecting
homomorphism δn : H˚`1snE Ñ H˚fn`1E is surjective by inductive hypotheses. We can choose a
preimage y P δ´1n pxq. It follows that d1pyq “ 0. Remark 3.10 applies to the pn` 1q-truncated tower.
Therefore, we have that y must support a differential, which contradicts the assumption. 
We now discuss the sliceability of the m-th motivic Brown–Peterson spectrum BPGLxmy. For
the sake of simplicity, we restrict to the case when p “ 2. The odd primary cases work similarly.
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Theorem 3.12. Over base field k “ R, we have that
H˚˚BPGLxmy – A{{Epmq˚˚ “M
k
2rτm`1, . . . , ξ1, . . . s{pτ
2
i ´ τξi`1 ´ ρτ i`1, i ě m` 1q.
In particular,
H˚˚HZp – A{{Ep0q˚˚ “M
k
2 rτ1, . . . , ξ1, . . . s{pτ
2
i ´ τξi`1 ´ ρτ i`1, i ě 1q.
Proof. The results can be obtained by direct computation. For example, see [Hil11, HKØ17, Kyl17]
for the formulas of the R-motivic A˚˚, Epmq, and conjugation. 
By taking mod 2 homology of the type 1 effective slice tower of BPGLxmy, we obtain a homo-
logical effective slice spectral sequence
(19) E˚˚˚1 “ H˚˚ps
1
˚BPGLxmyq – H˚˚HZprv1, . . . , vms ùñ H˚˚BPGLxmy.
We will refer to this spectral sequence as the H˚-ESSS below. We have the following result about
this spectral sequence:
Theorem 3.13. The differentials in the spectral sequence (19) are determined by d2i´1pτ¯iq “ vi,
1 ď i ď m, and Mk2-linearity.
Proof. We prove the result by induction.
When m “ 1, the spectral sequence (19) takes the form
H˚˚HZprv1s ñ H˚˚kgl,
where by Theorem 3.12, the abutment is
M
k
2rτ2, . . . , ξ1, . . . s{pτ
2
i ´ τξi`1 ´ ρτ i`1, i ě 2q,
and the E1-page is
M
k
2rv1srτ1, . . . , ξ1, . . . s{pτ
2
i ´ τξi`1 ´ ρτ i`1, i ě 1q.
The degree ps, q, uq of the elements and the differentials are as follows:
|τ¯i| “ p2
i`1 ´ 1, 0, 2i ´ 1q, |ξ¯i| “ p2
i`1 ´ 2, 0, 2i ´ 1q, |vi| “ p2
i`1 ´ 2, 2i ´ 1, 2i ´ 1q, i ě 1;
|ρ| “ p´1, 0,´1q, |τ | “ p0, 0,´1q; |dr| “ p´1, r, 0q, r ě 1
By comparing degrees, the only possible target of τ¯1 is v1. That determines all the differentials.
Now suppose that the statement holds for m´ 1. Consider the quotient map
BPGLxmy Ñ BPGLxm´ 1y
and the induced map between spectral sequences. We have d2i´1pτ¯iq “ vi for 1 ď i ď m ´ 1 by
naturality, so the E2m´1-page is
M
k
2 rvmsrτm, . . . , ξ1, . . . s{pτ
2
i ´ τξi`1 ´ ρτ i`1; i ě mq.
By comparing degrees, the generator τm supports a d2m´1 differential and hits vm. This completes
the proof.

Remark 3.14. Similarly, we can do the computation over the base field k “ C, where
HC˚˚BPGLxmy – A{{Epmq
cl
˚ rτ s.
The notation A{{Epmqcl˚ denotes the classical A{{Epmq˚. Similar arguments show that (19) has the
same differentials C-motivically as those in Theorem 3.13.
An analogous result holds if k “ Fq is a finite field.
Theorem 3.15. Let m ě 2 and let k Ď C be a field which admits a complex embedding. The m-th
motivic Brown–Peterson spectrum BPGLxmy P SHpkq is not algebraically 1-sliceable.
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Proof. The k “ R case follows from Theorem 3.13 and the contrapositive of Lemma 3.9. The case
when k “ C follows similarly using Remark 3.14.
More generally, let k ãÑ C be a field which admits a complex embedding. Base change induces
a map between the H˚-ESSS in SHpkq and the H˚-ESSS in SHpCq. The target does not collapse
at E2, so it follows from inspection of the map that the source cannot collapse at E2. Indeed, base
change sends the generators τ¯i and vi to the generators with the same name. Therefore we may
apply Lemma 3.9 to conclude that BPGLxmy P SHpkq is not algebraically sliceable. 
Although BPGLxmy, m ě 2, is not algebraically 1-sliceable, it is algebraically m-sliceable. If
we work with the type m effective slice tower, then in the H˚-m-ESSS
5 for BPGLxmy, the q-
th filtration quotient in the E1 term, H˚˚s
m
q BPGLxmy, is an extension of the type 1 filtration
quotients H˚˚s
1
iBPGLxmy with qp2
m ´ 1q ď i ď pq` 1qp2m ´ 1q ´ 1. In other words, the homology
of the type m slices can be computed using the truncated H˚-ESSS.
As a result, in the H˚-m-ESSS of BPGLxmy, the longest differential has length 1. On the other
hand, by 3.10, the map in the type m tower
BPGLxmy Ñ sm0 pBPGLxmyq
induces an inclusion on homology. By Lemma 3.11, Theorem 3.13, and Remark 3.14, we have the
following result:
Theorem 3.16. Let k be either C or R. The m-th motivic Brown–Peterson spectrum BPGLxmy P
SHpkq is algebraically m-sliceable.
3.3.5. Very effective cover of hermitian K-theory. We conclude by mentioning an example where the
effective and very effective slice filtrations differ.
Remark 3.17. Let p “ 2. A quadruple speed very effective slice filtration can be defined by setting
f¯q “ f˜4q and s¯q “ cofibpf¯q`1 Ñ f¯qq. By [Bac17], the very effective cover of hermitian K-theory kq
[ARØ19] satisfies f¯qkq » Σ
8q,4qkq. Observe that f¯q`1kq Ñ f¯qkq may be identified with the Bott
map β : Σ8q`8,4q`4kq Ñ Σ8q,4qkq which induces the zero map in homology. It follows (c.f. the proof
for kgl) that kq is “algebraically sliceable” with respect to the quadruple speed very effective slice
filtration. Unfortunately, we cannot compute H˚˚ps¯qkqq for any q ě 0, so have been unsuccessful in
attempts to apply Theorem 3.3 to understanding the VSSS or mASS for kq.
It is also worth noting that the very effective slice filtration of kq does not coincide with the
effective slice filtration. It seems unlikely that kq is algebraically slicable with respect to a quadruple
speed effective slice filtration.
3.4. Non-example. We mention a non-example to indicate the limitations of our techniques.
Proposition 3.18. The algebraic cobordism spectrum MGL is not algebraically sliceable.
Proof. The slices of MGL are [Hoy15, Theorem 8.5][S`10, Thm. 4.7]
sqMGL » Σ
2q,qHpi2qMU.
In particular, we have that s0MGL » HZp, and that the map
MGLÑ s0MGL » HZp
coincides with the Thom class.
Furthermore, by [Hoy15, Theorem 6.5], we have an isomorphism of left A˚˚-comodules
H˚˚MGL » P˚˚ b Fprxi | i ‰ p
r ´ 1s,
where
P˚˚ “M
k
prξ1, ξ2, . . .s Ď A˚˚
is the even subalgebra of the motivic dual Steenrod algebra. The map
5The spectral sequence obtained by applying homology to the type m effective slice tower.
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H˚˚MGLÑ H˚˚HZp – A{{Ep0q˚˚
is the inclusion of P˚˚ and 0 on the other factor. Thus the fiber sequence
f1MGLÑMGLÑ s0MGL
induces a long exact sequence in mod p motivic homology which is not short exact. This shows that
MGL is not algebraically sliceable. 
4. Comparison of differentials
We now apply Theorem 3.3 to compare differentials in the effective slice spectral sequence, the
motivic Adams spectral sequence, and the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence. Throughout this section,
we specialize to the case p “ 2 since ρ “ 0 when p is odd.
4.1. The ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence. When k “ C, the groups Ext˚˚˚A_ pM
C
p , H˚˚pXqq are
roughly as complicated as their classical counterparts Ext˚˚A_pFp, H˚pRepXqqq. When k is an arbi-
trary base field, the groups Ext˚˚˚A_ pM
k
p , H˚˚pXqq contain more complicated arithmetic data coming
from Mkp :
Theorem 4.1 (Voevodsky). [IØ18, Thm. 2.7] Suppose that p and charpkq are coprime, and that k
contains a primitive p-th root of unity. Then there is an isomorphism
M
k
p – K
M
˚ pkq{prτ s
where KMn pkq has degree p´n,´nq and |τ | has degree p0,´1q.
6
Example 4.2. [IØ18, Exs. 2.1, 2.2, 2.6] We record Mkp for several cases of k considered later:
(1) MCp – Fprτ s with |τ | “ p0,´1q.
(2)
M
R
p –
#
F2rτ, ρs if p “ 2,
Fprτ s if p ‰ 2,
where |ρ| “ p´1,´1q and |τ | “ p0,´1q.
(3) M
Fq
p – Fprτ, us{u
2 with |u| “ p´1,´1q and |τ | “ p0,´1q. We note that the A_-coaction on
u depends on the equivalence class of q modulo 4, and if q ” 3 mod 4, then u “ ρ.
Recall that Ext˚˚˚A_ pM
k
p , H˚˚pXqqmay be calculated using the cobar complex C‚pM
k
p, A
_, H˚˚pXqq.
When k “ R and p “ 2, filtering the cobar complex by powers of ρ gives rise to the ρ-Bockstein
spectral sequence [Hil11]
(20) E˚˚˚˚1 “ Ext
˚˚˚
A_ pM
C
2 , H˚˚pXqqrρs ñ Ext
˚˚˚
A_ pM
R
2 , H˚˚pXqq
with differentials dr : E
q,s,t,u
r Ñ E
q`r,s`1,t,u
r calculated using the coaction of A
_ on MR2 . The ρ-
Bockstein spectral sequence can be built over more general base fields (e.g. k “ Fq [WØ17]) using
analogous constructions.
Hill applied the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence to compute Ext˚˚˚EpnqpM
R
2 ,M
R
2 q for all n ě 0 [Hil11,
Thm. 3.1] and Ext˚˚˚Ap1qpM
R
2 ,M
R
2 q [Hil11, Fig. 6]. In both cases, the differentials were computed
using an explicit analysis of the cobar complex and technical Massey product arguments. The
groups Ext˚˚˚Ap1qpM
R
2 ,M
R
2 q were recomputed by Guillou–Hill–Isaksen–Ravenel [GHIR19, Sec. 6] using
a result comparing the ρ-inverted R-motivic and classical Ext groups [GHIR19, Prop. 4.1] to force
all of the necessary differentials.
Recall that H˚˚pkpnqq – A{{EpQnq. Using the techniques of [GHIR19, Sec. 6] or a direct cobar
complex computation, we obtain the following; compare with [Hea19, Thm. 6.3] for the case n “ 1.
6Recall that we have defined Mkp as the mod p motivic homology of a point, so the bidegree of elements in K
M
n pkq, as
well as τ , are negative instead of positive.
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Proposition 4.3. For all n ě 0, the E1-page of the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence converging to
Ext˚˚˚EpQnqpM
R
2 ,M
R
2 q is given by
E1 “ Ext
˚˚˚
EpQnq
pMC2 ,M
C
2 qrρs – F2rρ, τ, vns.
The nontrivial differentials are generated under ρ and vn-linearity by the differentials
d2n`1´1pτ
2nq “ ρ2
n`1´1vn.
Remark 4.4. Although the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence for Ext˚˚˚A pM
R
2 ,M
R
2 q is multiplicative
[Hil11, Prop. 2.3], the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence for Ext˚˚˚EpQnqpM
R
2 ,M
R
2 q is not. Thus no issues
arise from the fact that τ does not support a differential while τ2
n
does. This is analogous to the
topological situation, where the ESSS for the sphere spectrum is multiplicative [RSAØ19, Prop.
2.24], but the ESSS for kpnq cannot be multiplicative: the differentials in the n “ 1 case of [Hea19,
Thm. 6.3] are incompatible with a Leibniz rule.
4.2. Review of Adams differentials. In this section we record some facts about differentials in
the motivic Adams spectral sequence.
Lemma 4.5. If k is an algebraically closed field or k “ R, then the motivic Adams spectral sequences
converging to pi˚˚pkpnqq and pi˚˚pBPGLxnyq, n ě 0, collapse at E2.
Proof. Recall H˚˚kpnq – A{{EpQnq and H
˚˚BPGLxny – A{{Epnq. If k is algebraically closed,
then
mASSE2pkpnqq “ Ext
˚˚˚
EpQnq
pMk2 ,M
k
2q – Ext
˚˚˚
EpQnq
pMC2 ,M
C
2 q – F2rτ, vns.
mASSE2pBPGLxnyq “ Ext
˚˚˚
EpnqpM
k
2 ,M
k
2q – Ext
˚˚˚
EpnqpM
C
2 ,M
C
2 q – F2rτ, v1, . . . , vns.
Both spectral sequences collapses for tridegree reasons.
When k “ R, this follows from [Hil11, Thm. 5.3] for BPGLxny. Similarly, the spectral sequence
collapses at E2 for kpnq for tridegree reasons. 
On the other hand, there are possible differentials when k “ Fq.
Lemma 4.6. When q ” 1 mod 4, the E2-page of the Fq-motivic Adams spectral sequence for kgl
is given by
E2 “ Ext
˚˚˚
Ep1qpM
Fq
2 ,M
Fq
2 q – F2rτ, u, v0, v1s{u
2.
When q ” 3 mod 4, the E2-page is given by
E2 “ Ext
˚˚˚
Ep1qpM
Fq
2 ,M
Fq
2 q – F2rτ
2, ρ, rρτ s, v0, v1s{pρ
2, ρrρτ s, rρτ s2, ρv0q.
Proof. When q ” 1 mod 4, the class u P M
Fq
2 satisfies ηRpuq “ ηLpuq. Therefore it is a permanent
cycle in the cobar complex and we see that ExtFq – ExtCrus{u2.
When q ” 3 mod 4, the result follows from the ρ-Bockstein spectral sequence7. In particular, the
ρ-Bockstein d1-differentials are generated under the Leibniz rule by d1pτq “ ρv0, and the spectral
sequence collapses at E2. 
Kylling showed that the Fq-motivic Adams spectral sequences forHZ2, kgl, and kq do not collapse
[Kyl15, Sec. 4.2].
Theorem 4.7. Let ν2 denote 2-adic valuation. When q ” 1 mod 4, the nontrivial differentials in
the motivic Adams spectral sequence converging to pi
Fq
˚˚pBPGLxmyq are generated under the Leibniz
rule by
dν2pq´1q`spτ
2s q “ uτ2
s´1h
ν2pq´1q`s
0 , s ě 0.
When q ” 3 mod 4, they are generated by
dν2pq2´1q`s´1pτ
2sq “ ρτ2
s´1h
ν2pq
2´1q`s
0 , s ě 1.
7In this case, just a long exact sequence.
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Proof. For all n ě 1, there is a map
BPGLxmy Ñ BPGLx0y » HZ2.
The claimed differentials then follow by naturality of the motivic Adams spectral sequence from the
differentials for HZ2 which were calculated in [Kyl15, Lems. 4.2.1, 4.2.2]. 
4.3. Relating ρ-Bockstein and slice differentials over SpecpRq. Throughout this section, we
fix k “ R. The square (16) allows us to describe a precise relationship between differentials in the
ρ-BSS and n-ESSS for kgl and kpnq. We do so by first relating the ρ-BSS differentials with n-aESSS
differentials, and then we will relate n-aESSS differentials to n-ESSS differentials.
Proposition 4.8. There are 1-to-1 correspondences between the following differentials:
(1) ρ-BSS d3-differentials and aESSS d1-differentials for kgl.
(2) ρ-BSS d2n`1´1-differentials and n-aESSS d1-differentials for kpnq.
Moreover, the aESSS and n-aESSS differentials are forced by knowledge of the corresponding ρ-BSS
differentials.
Proof. Let E denote kgl or kpnq, n ě 1, let i˚ : SHpRq Ñ SHpCq denote base change along the
inclusion RÑ C, and let s¯q denote sq if E “ kgl or s
n
q if E “ kpnq.
We will prove the proposition by considering the commuting square of spectral sequences
(21)
À
qě0 Ext
˚˚˚
AC ps¯qi
˚Eqrρs
À
qě0 Ext
˚˚˚
AR ps¯qEq
Ext˚˚˚AC pi
˚Eqrρs Ext˚˚˚AR pEq.
ρ´BSS
ρ´BSS
where the rows are ρ-Bockstein spectral sequences, the left column is the direct sum over powers of
ρ of the aESSS or n-aESSS, and the right column is the aESSS or n-aESSS.8
Let E “ kgl. We can identify each corner of (21). We haveà
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AC pi
˚sqkglqrρs –
à
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AC pΣ
2q,qi˚HZpqrρs –
à
qě0
Σ2q,qF2rτ, ρ, v0s,
à
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AR psqkglq –
à
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AR pΣ
2q,qHZpq –
à
qě0
Σ2q,qF2rτ
2, ρ, v0s{pρv0q,
Ext˚˚˚AC pi
˚kglqrρs – F2rτ, ρ, v0, v1s,
Ext˚˚˚AR pkglq – F2rτ
4, ρ, v0, v1s{pρv0, ρ
3v1q
where |τ | “ p0, 0,´1q, |ρ| “ p0,´1,´1q, |v0| “ p1, 0, 0q, and |v1| “ p1, 3, 1q.
The left column collapses for quad-degree reasons: the E1-page of the aESSS for i
˚kgl is con-
centrated in quad-degrees with t ´ s ” 0 mod 2, but dr decreases t ´ s by 1 for all r ě 1. The
differentials in the top row are generated by
d1pτq “ ρv0
and the differentials in the bottom row are generated by
d1pτq “ ρv0, d3pτ
2q “ ρ3v1.
Since the upper right and lower left composites must arrive at the same answer, we must have
d1pτ
2q “ ρ3v1
in the right column, where by abuse of notation v1 denotes the generator of Ext
˚˚˚
AR ps1kglq.
8The top left corner is the E1-page of the ρ-BSS because s¯qi˚E » i˚s¯qE, which follows from the observation that
s¯qE is Eilenberg–MacLane for all q P Z and base change preserves Eilenberg–MacLane spectra.
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Now fix n ě 1 and let E “ kpnq. To declutter the notation, let r “ 2n ´ 1. For the corners of
(21), we haveà
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AC pi
˚snq kpnqqrρs –
à
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AC pΣ
2qr,qri˚HFpq –
à
qě0
Σ2qr,qrF2rτ, ρs,
à
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AR ps
n
q kpnqq –
à
qě0
Ext˚˚˚AR pΣ
2qr,qrHFpq –
à
qě0
Σ2qr,qrF2rτ, ρs,
Ext˚˚˚AC pkpnqqrρs – F2rτ, ρ, vns,
Ext˚˚˚AR pkpnqq – F2rτ, ρ, tn`1, vns{pτ
2n , ρ2
n`1´1vnq
where |τ | “ p0, 0,´1q, |ρ| “ p0,´1,´1q, |vn| “ p1, 2
n`1 ´ 1, 2n ´ 1q and |tn| “ p0, 0,´2
n`1q.
The left column and top row both collapse for quad-degree reasons, and the differentials in the
bottom row are determined by
d2n`1´1pτ
2nq “ ρ2
n`1´1vn.
We conclude by commutativity of (21) that we must have
d1pτ
2nq “ ρ2
n`1´1vn
in the n-aESSS, where by abuse of notation vn denotes the generator of Ext
˚˚˚
AR ps
n
1kpnqq. 
Lemma 4.9. There are 1-to-1 correspondences between the following differentials:
(1) aESSS d1-differentials and ESSS d1-differentials for kgl.
(2) n-aESSS d1-differentials and n-ESSS d1-differentials for kpnq.
Moreover, the ESSS and n-ESSS differentials are forced by knowledge of the corresponding aESSS
and n-aESSS differentials.
Proof. We have shown kgl is algebraically sliceable and kpnq is algebraically n-sliceable, so in the
notation of the previous proof, we have commuting squares of spectral sequences
(22)
À
qě0 Ext
˚˚˚
A ps¯qEq
Ext˚˚˚A pEq
À
qě0 pi˚˚s¯qE
pi˚˚E.
aESSS
À
qě0
mASS
mASS ESSS
for E “ kgl and E “ kpnq.
The mASS’s for kgl, kpnq, sqkgl » Σ
2q,qHZp, and s
n
q kpnq » Σ
2qr,qrHFp all collapse. The only
nontrivial differentials in the aESSS for kgl and the n-aESSS for kpnq have length one, so for quad-
degree reasons, we must have identical differentials in the ESSS for kgl and n-ESSS for kpnq. 
Putting together Proposition 4.8 and Lemma 4.9, we have proven the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. There are 1-to-1 correspondences between the following differentials:
(1) ρ-BSS d3-differentials and ESSS d1-differentials for kgl.
(2) ρ-BSS d2n`1´1-differentials and n-ESSS d1-differentials for kpnq.
Moreover, the ESSS and n-ESSS differentials are completely determined by knowledge of the corre-
sponding ρ-BSS differentials.
Theorem 4.10 can be used to prove a correspondence between more complicated differentials:
Theorem 4.11. Let m ě 1. For each 1 ď i ď m, there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between the
ρ-BSS d2i`1´1-differentials and ESSS d2i´1-differentials for BPGLxmy.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on m. At p “ 2, there is an equivalence kgl » BPGLx1y, so the
base case m “ 1 is handled by Theorem 4.10.
Suppose now that the result holds for all k ă m and we wish to show the theorem holds for
BPGLxmy. We begin by using the induction hypothesis to show that the theorem holds for i ă m
(but not necessarily i “ m).
Observe that the d2i`1´1-differentials in the ρ-BSS’s for BPGLxm ´ 1y and BPGLxmy are de-
termined by the same differential
(23) d2i`1´1pτ
2iq “ ρ2
i`1´1vi
for 1 ď i ď m ´ 1 by [Hil11, Thm. 3.2]. This implies that the d2i`1´1-differentials for BPGLxmy
are precisely the d2i`1´1-differentials for BPGLxm´ 1y extended vm-linearly.
On the other hand, naturality of the ESSS allows us to completely determine the d2i´1-differentials
in the ESSS for BPGLxmy. Indeed, the quotient map BPGLxmy Ñ BPGLxm´1y implies that the
d2i´1-differentials between slices indexed on monomials not divisible by vm coincide for BPGLxm´1y
and BPGLxmy, and the quotient map BPGLxmy Ñ kpnq implies that vm is a d2i´1-cycle for i ă m
by Theorem 4.10. Applying the Leibniz rule for the ESSS [RSAØ19, Prop. 2.24] proves that the
d2i´1-differentials in the ESSS for BPGLxmy are precisely the d2i´1-differentials in the ESS for
BPGLxm ´ 1y extended vm-linearly. Therefore we have proven a 1-to-1 correspondence between
ρ-BSS and ESSS differentials for i ă m.
We now consider the case i “ m. Theorem 3.16 shows that BPGLxmy algebraically m-sliceable,
so we may consider the comparison square (16) relating its m-aESSS and m-ESSS. The mASS’s for
BPGLxmy and its type m slices (extensions of p2j, jq-suspensions of HZp) all collapse, so we obtain
a 1-to-1 correspondence between d1-differentials in the m-aESSS and m-ESSS.
We are therefore reduced to relating the d2m`1´1-differentials in the ρ-BSS and the d1-differentials
in the m-aESSS, but this follows from essentialy the same arguments as Proposition 4.8. Indeed,
consider the BPGLxmy-analog of (21):
(24)
À
qě0 Ext
˚˚˚
AC ps
m
q i
˚BPGLxmyqrρs
À
qě0 Ext
˚˚˚
AR ps
m
q BPGLxmyq
Ext˚˚˚AC pi
˚BPGLxmyqrρs Ext˚˚˚AR pBPGLxmyq.
ρ´BSS
ρ´BSS
The left column collapses for quad-degree reasons, the differentials in the bottom row are understood
completely by [Hil11, Thm. 3.2], and the dr-differentials in the top row agree with the dr-differentials
in the bottom row for r ă 2m`1 ´ 1, but d2m`1´1 is zero in the top row and nonzero in the bottom
row. The differentials in the right column must account for this discrepancy, and so we obtain the
claimed correspondence between ρ-BSS and m-aESSS differentials. 
Remark 4.12. Naturality of the ESSS can be used to prove an analogous correspondence between
ρ-BSS and ESSS differentials for BPGL.
4.4. Comparison over SpecpFqq. We now turn to the case when k “ Fq.
Unlike the R-motivic case, the comparison is trivial for kpnq, n ě 1. Since M
Fp
2 is zero in bidegrees
ps, uq with s ă ´1, the ρ-BSS, mASS, and n-ESSS all collapse for degree reasons.
However, the analysis is still interesting for kgl. Recall from Example 4.2(3) that the A_-coaction
depends on the equivalence class of q modulo 4. We discuss the case when q ” 1 mod 4, and the
other case when q ” 3 mod 4 is similar.
4.4.1. q ” 1 mod 4.
By Lemma 4.6, we observe that in the motivic Adams spectral sequence of kgl and HZ2, the
E2-pages have the relation that
Ext˚˚˚A pkglq – Ext
˚˚˚
A pHZ2qrv1s.
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Since Ext˚˚˚A pHZ2qrv1s is exactly the E1-page of the algebraic effective slice spectral sequence for
kgl, we conclude that the algebraic effective slice spectral sequence collapses.
By Theorem 4.7, the nontrivial differentials in both motivic Adams spectral sequences for kgl
and HZ2 are determined under Leibniz rule by
dν2pq´1q`spτ
2sq “ uτ2
s´1h
ν2pq´1q`s
0 , s ě 0.
Therefore, using the motivic comparison square (16), we conclude that the effective slice spectral
sequence for kgl collapses.
4.4.2. q ” 3 mod 4.
When q ” 3 mod 4, we also get that the algebraic effective slice spectral sequence and the
effective slice spectral sequence for kgl both collapse.
5. Applications to C2-equivariant stable homotopy theory
We now make some calculations in C2-equivariant stable homotopy theory. Let k Ď R be a field
with a real embedding. We apply the following compatibility result of Heard to obtain C2-equivariant
slice differentials from known motivic differentials.
Theorem 5.1 (Heard). [Hea19, Thm. 5.15] Let E P SHpkq be a motivic spectrum that satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) E is cellular.
(2) fqE P Σ
q
T SHpkq
veff
cell for all q P Z.
(3) ReC2psqEq P pΣ
2q`1pSHC2qHHRqK for all q P Z.
Then ReC2 : pSHpkq,Σ
q
T SHpkq
eff q Ñ pSHC2 ,Σ2qpSHC2qHHRq is compatible with the slice filtration
at E, the C2-spectrum ReC2pEq is even, and the regular and Hill–Hopkins–Ravenel slice towers of
ReC2pEq agree.
9
5.1. K-theory with reality. In Section 4.3 we applied Theorem 3.3 to completely understand the
ESSS
E
q,s,u
1 “ pi
R
s,usqkglñ pi
R
s,ukgl
for kgl P SHpRq. We observed that the d1-differentials are generated by
d1pτ
2q “ ρ3v1
where v1 is the generator of pi
R
2,1s1kgl – pi
R
0,0HZp. The ESSS then collapses at E2.
The equivariant Betti realization of kgl is kR, the C2-equivariant slice cover of Atiyah’s K-theory
with reality [Ati66, Dug05]. Since kgl is a localized quotient of MGL, the effective slice spectral
sequence for kgl and the HHR slice spectral sequence for kR are compatible under ReC2 by [Hea19,
Thms. 5.15-5.16]. We obtain the following differential in the HHR slice spectral sequence for kR,
which can be used to recover half of the differentials from Dugger’s pioneering work [Dug05, Sec. 6]:
Corollary 5.2. There is a nontrivial differential in the HHR slice spectral sequence for piC2˚˚kR of
the form
d3pu
2q “ a3v¯1.
9We refer the reader to [Hea19, HHR16] for details on the C2-equivariant slice spectral sequences discussed in this
section.
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5.2. Real Morava K-theory. Let n ě 1. We also applied Theorem 3.3 in Section 4.3 to completely
understand the n-ESSS
E
q,s,u
1 “ pi
R
s,us
n
q kpnq ñ pi
R
s,ukpnq
for kpnq P SHpRq. We observed that the d1-differentials are determined by
d1pτ
2nq “ ρ2
n`1´1vn
where vn is the generator of pi
R
2n`1´2,2n´1s
n
1kpnq – pi
R
0,0HF2. The n-ESSS then collapses at E2.
The equivariant Betti realization of kpnq is kRpnq, the C2-equivariant slice cover of Real Morava
K-theory [HK01]. Since kpnq is a localized quotient of MGL, the effective slice spectral sequence for
kpnq and the HHR slice spectral sequence for kRpnq are compatible under ReC2 by [Hea19, Thms.
5.15-5.16]. As the n-ESSS is obtained by increasing the speed of the effective slice filtration, a
d1-differential in the n-ESSS corresponds to a d2n´1-differential in the ESSS.
Corollary 5.3. There is a nontrivial differential in the HHR slice spectral sequence for piC2˚˚kRpnq
of the form
d2n`1´1pu
2nq “ a2
n`1´1v¯n.
5.3. Truncated Real Brown–Peterson spectra. Let n ě 1. The equivariant Betti realization of
BPGLxny is BPRxny, the n-th truncated Real Brown–Peterson spectrum [HK01]. Since BPGLxny
is a localized quotient of MGL, the analysis of Sections 5.1 and 5.2 applied to Theorem 4.11 yields
the following corollary. Using naturality and the quotient maps BPR Ñ BPRxny, the corollary
recovers the p-local version of the G “ C2-case of the Hill–Hopkins–Ravenel Slice Differentials
Theorem [HHR16, Thm. 9.9].10
Corollary 5.4. There are nontrivial differentials in the HHR slice spectral sequence piC2˚˚BPRxny of
the form
d2i`1´1pu
2iq “ a2
i`1´1v¯i
for 1 ď i ď n.
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